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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Faculty Minutes
1964-1965

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
December 9, 1964
To:

~11 Members of the Faculty

From:

John N. Durrie, Secretary

Subject:

December Facul.ty', 'Meet'iI)g

The December meeting of the University Faculty will be held on
Tuesday, December 15th, in Mitchell Hall 101 at 4:00 p.m.
The agenda will include the following items:
1.

Nominations by the Policy Committee to fill vacancies
on standing committees -- Professor Goode.

2.

Proposal for a new major in German -- Dean Trowbridge,
for the College of Arts and Sciences.
(S tatement attached.)

3.

Proposal for a new minor in Russian
(Statement attached . )

4.

Proposal for a new honors major in psychology -- Dean
Trowbridge.
(Statement attached.)

5.

Proposed new options for major in mathematics -- Dean
Trowbridge.
(Statement attached.)

6.

Proposed Master of Arts degree program in International
Affairs -- Acting Dean Hendrickso~ for the Graduate
Committee.
(Statement attached.)

7.

Proposal for a doctoral program in economics -- Dean
Hendrickson.
(Statement a~tached.)

8.

Proposed new statement concerning the language
requirement for Ph.D. and Sc.D. degrees -- Dean
Hendrickson.
(Statement attached.)

9.

Annual Report of the ~thletic Council, as required
by Faculty by-laws -- Professor Daub.

Also enclosed:

-- Dean Trowbridge.

Summarized minutes, November 10, 1964.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Faculty Meeting
December 15,1964
(Sununarized Minutes)
The December 15, 1964, meeting of the University Faculty was
called to order by President Popejoy at 4:05 p.m., with a
quorum present.
Professor Goode, for the Policy Committee, nominated Professor
Jorrin as a replacement for Professor Doxtator on the Committee
on the University for the balance of the 1964-65 academic year.
This nominati~n was approved by the Faculty.
Dean Trowbridge, on behalf of the College of Arts and Sciences,
made the following proposals: (1) a new major in German; (2) a
new minor in Russian; (3) a new honors major in psychology; and
(4) new options for the major in mathematics. These proposals
were approved.
A Ma•net of Arts degree program in international affairs was proposed by Acting Dean Hendrickson, for the Graduate Conunittee.
This program was approved by the Faculty.
Acting Dean Hendrickson also proposed a Ph.D. degree program
in economics, which was subsequently approved by the Faculty.
It was then proposed by Acting Dean Hendrickson, on behalf of
the Graduate Committee, that the language requirement for the
Ph.D. and Sc. D. degrees be revised. The revision would change
the requirement to one language other than English, with any
department having the privilege of requiring one or more
additional languages "useful to the student in his studies
or research." It was stipulated that the language requirement
be satisfied at least seven months prior to graduation or
earlier at the discretion of the department. After some
discussion, this revision was approved by the Faculty.
Professor Daub, chairman of the Athletic Council, presented
the Council's annual report on grants-in-aid, employment of
athletes, and certain other expenses incurred in the operation
of the intercollegiate athletic program.
Professor Cottrell, chairman of the Library Conunittee, announced
that copies of the study of the Library's technical services,
made last year by Dr. Tauber
of Columbia University, are now
available.
Interested faculty members were asked to go to the
Library or to send a memorandum to Mr. David Otis Kelley,
requesting a copy.
The meeting adjourned at 5:10 p.m.
John N. Durrie, Secretary
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FACULTY MEETING
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
December 15, 1964

The December 15th meeting of the Faculty of
the University of New Mexico was called to order at 4:05
p.m., with a quorum present, President Popejoy presiding.
PRESIDENT POPEJOY If the Faculty will come to
order, we will start with the agenda .
. •• Before we do
that , I would like to say to you that Mr. John Durrie, our
Secretary , has been very ill for the past few days. The
information we had this morning, however, is that he is
much better and that after another week or so in the
hospital , he is expected to recover. We were quite
worried about him when this first occurred, but we think
now he is in good shape.
The first item on the agenda is nominations by
the Policy Committee to fill vacancies on standing committees.
Professor Goode.
PROFESSOR GOODE The Policy Committee has nominated Professor Jorrin to fill the vacancy on the Committee
on the University. Mr. Chairman, I move the Faculty confirm this nomination.
MEMBER

Replacements
on Standing
Committees

Second.

POPEJOY

All in favor, indicate by saying "aye."

FACULTY

Aye.

POPEJOY Opposed? •• Carried. The next one is
a proposal for a new major in German. Dean Trowbridge.
DEAN TROWBRIDGE This and the three following
items are described in summary on the first page of the
attached sheets here. The first of these four proposals

New Major
in German
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for a new major in German, was reviewed by the Deans'
Advisory Committee on December 7th and recommended to
the Faculty. The Faculty approved it -- the Faculty
of the College approved it -- on December 8th. The
arguments for this are given in a comment on the
attached sheet. We have been growing quite rapidly
and strongly in German; there is a need for a major
in German because none is offered at any college in
the State at present, and we are well staffed also for
this. Incidentally, since this summary was made, we
have made an appointment so we now have another position
that has been filled in the particular field of German
so I think we are all set for it in terms of staff.
The requirements -- I think it is sufficient to say that
these are standard requirements and parallel those in
existing majors in French and in Spanish.
On behalf of the College of Arts and Sciences,
I move the approval of the new major in German with the
requirements as stated on the attached sheet.
POPEJOY

Is there a second?

SEVERAL MEMBERS

Second.

POPEJOY Any questions?
indicate by saying "aye."

Ll{.

,
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FACULTY

Aye.

POPEJOY

Opposed? ••

All in favor,

Carried.

TROWBRIDGE The second proposal of the College
of Arts and Sciences is for a new minor in Russian. We
have been offering the first two years and a very small
amount of work at the third year level in Russian for a
number of years, and we wish now to extend this to a full
minor, both for the advantage of students who wish to
carry studies in Russian that ~ar, also as part of an
interdepartmental major in Russian Studies which will be
strengthened by the addition of literature following work
in the Russian language. I move approval of the new minor
in Russian with the requirements as stated.

New Minor
in Russian

29
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PROFESSOR WOODHOUSE

Second.

POPEJOY The usual question from the Administration is whether this would cost any great amount of
money extra. Do you have any comment on that point?
TROWBRIDGE
tional expense.

...

There will be a little addi!.-

PROFESSOR COTTREL~ This brings up the same
question with respect to holdings in the library. Does
the Department of Modern Languages feel they have these
holdings? I am all in favor of the program. Secondly,
will the Administration remember next spring when we askec(
for money for Russian literature, and so on?
POPEJOY There are a number of people who keep
the Administration advised about library needs. Are you
ready to vote?
MEMBER

I.

(

Question.

POPEJOY

All in favor, indicate by saying "aye."

FACULTY

Aye.

POPEJOY

Opposed?

carried.

V

TROWBRIDGE The next item is a new honors major
in Psychology. Perhaps this hardly needs to go to the
University Faculty since it is not a new program at all.
The Department of Psychology is now ready to do what a
number of other departments have done less formally in
setting up within the department an honors program at
the upper division level. The reason, really, for submitting this is a technical one; it does slightly change
the number of hours required for a major, mostly because
of a change in the way of stating the major in the present
catalog. The requirements state so many total hours in
Psychology. Now it is restated as so many hours beyond
the freshman course, and the freshman course has been
somewhat changed -- so I think this is really a technicality, as I say, but for those reasons we felt it should
go to the general Faculty.
Mr. Chairman, I move the approval of the new
honors major in Psychology, with the requirements as stated.

New Honors
Major in
Psychology
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PROFESSOR HOYT
MEMBER

...

.i:

Second.

Question.

POPEJOY

All in favor, indicate by saying "aye."

FACULTY

Aye.

POPEJOY

Opposed?

..

Carried.

TROWBRIDGE The last item is actually not a new
major at all, but two new options within the major in
Mathematics. They at present have three options; they
will now have five options. These options are essentially
concentrations within the major.
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Plan C, which is a new option, is a major with
emphasis in probability and statistics. Some of you may
recall we, a few years ago, changed the name of the
department from the Department of Mathematics to the
Department of Mathematics and Statistics. We have an
excellent staff in Statistics and this brings together,
for the most part, existing courses in a new pattern for
the undergraduate major.
Plan Dis a major with emphasis in computing.
This again brings together some existing math courses, also
a course and related lab in electrical engineering in
digital computers and computer programming as part of this
math major and produces two new courses, numbers 371 and
372, which is a new sequence in numerical analysis which
I understand to be the theoretical basis of most computer
science. The program is not a practical one in the operation of computers, but in the teory lying behind computing.
I move approval of the two new options, Plan C
and Plan D, in Mathematics with the requirements as stated.
PROFESSOR FINSTON

Second.

POPEJOY

All in favor, "aye."

FACULTY

Aye.

POPEJOY

Opposed? •• Carried.

Item 6 is a

Ne w Options
in Ma the ma tics Ma j o r
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proposed master of Arts degree program in International
Affairs. Dean Hendrickson for the Graduate Committee.
DEAN HENDRICKSON This degree was brought to
the College of Arts and Sciences last year and approved;
then it went to the Graduate Committee where no final
action was taken at that time. It came up again this
year and a few changes were suggested by the Graduate
Committee and later approved by the committee that
developed the degree. You received the statement of
the proposed degree as you came in, and I will point out
the changes.
They increase the total number of hours
under either plan by six on the theory that the number
of areas in which a student could take courses would
produce greater depth in at least one area. There is
also a change in the prerequisite for entering. This
degree is a rather common degree -- well, not too
common, but it is given in several other schools and
is quite similar to the one proposed here. I move this
degree be approved.

V

SEVERAL MEMBERS
POPEcrOY

Second.

All in favor •••

Oh, question?

Excuse

me.
PROFESSOR WOODHOUSE Mr. Chairman, I would like
to ask two questions about this. One concerns the specification for 12 hours of upper division work.
I am
curious and don't understand the 12 hours of upper division work.
In what?
HENDRICKSON
answer better than I.

I think Professor Hoyt can probably

PROFESSOR HOYT
and Economics.

..

12 hours in History, Government

WOODHOUSE One other question. The provision
made here for a course in Geography. This is a field
which does not seem to be articulated into the four
fields which are offered as optional, nor does there
seem to be any requirement for Geography work in the
basic preparation and I wonder whether Geography has
a guaranteed place in the program or whether this problem
is dealt with.

New Master of
Arts Degree
Program in
International
Affairs

:12
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HOYT

Do you want me to answer?

HENDRICKSON

Yes.

HOYT The Geography Department was brought
into the plan -- the feeling was that the basic fields
were History, Government and Economics but that these
Geography courses are related and helpful and would add
to and improve the students' program.
WCX>DHOUSE I see. So the list is simply a
way of acquainting students and advisers with the
possible degree sources.
HOYT And also to tell the student that he may
count these courses toward the degree program.
WOODHOUSE

,_

I see.

Thank you.

COTTRELA This question may have been answered,
but the list of offerings for the master's is not quite
as heavy in courses that carry graduate credit. Those
in history -- there are only three graduate-level courses
shown there.
HENDRICKSON History, as I remember -- if I
remember correctly -- has almost all courses numbered
300 instead of 400, so there is very little distinction
between junior and senior courses, but the degree does
require the number of 500-level hours as •••

t-

COTTREL~ As any other degree would?

l

HENDRICKSON Yes. These apparently are the
only ones in evidence right now which they feel fit into
the program.
l,..

COTTRELA They are going to have trouble getting
the 500, aren't they. There is 1 shown in Government,
4 in History and 2 in Economics.
PROFESSOR BLUM

What is a 500 course?

HENDRICKSON There is a total of
That sounds like enough.

...

ten here.

HOYT It should be said, also, that problems
may be taken in any area, so that is flexible.
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POPEJOY
MEMBER

.

Are you ready to vote?
Question.

POPEJOY

All in favor, indicate by saying "aye."

FACULTY

Aye.

POPEJOY

Opposed?

..

Carried.

HENDRICKSON The faculty of the College of Arts
Ph . D. Degree
and Sciences approved the proposed Ph.D. in Economics just Program in
Economics
last week. They made a couple of minor changes and the
Graduate Committee then approved it, including the changes.
I will point out what they were -- they are exceedingly
minor. There is one error on page 4, the very first
sentence. The word "four" should be changed to "three"
but that has nothing to do with the proposal itself: it
is just a little information about what is done in other
places.
Down where the proposal is described -- the four
items -- item (2) should be changed to read "Elementary
mathematics and statistics" instead of just "statistics."
And then, in item (3), instead of saying "written or oral,"
it is changed to "written and/or oral," as it is in all
other Ph.D.'s. This program is patterned very closely
after Ph.D. programs in some quite reputable schools. I
recommend it be approved .
PROFESSOR KOSCHMANN
MEMBER

..

Question.

POPEJOY There is a call for the question.
in favor, indicate by saying "aye."

..

...

Second.

FACULTY

Aye •

POPEJOY

Opposed? •• Carried.

All

HENDRICKSON Last year the Graduate Committee
appointed a sub-committee to study the problem of the
language requirement for the Ph.D . This conunittee met
several times and drew up some tentative recommendations
and then met with the chairmen of all of the departments
that give Ph.D.'s. These meetings resulted in some revisions but, because of the untimely death of Dean Parish,

Revised
Language
Requ i rement
for PL . '") . and
Sc.D. Degrees
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no final action was ever taken on the recommendations.
A month or so ago, we sent each Ph.D.-granting department,
and also the departments in Engineering, a proposed statement for a new language requirement and asked for comments.
I got back about ten comments out of some fifteen sent
out and in only two cases was there any serious objection
to the proposed statement -- however, the one passed by
the Graduate Committee is not exactly the one sent out,
and that is the one that appears before you now. Essentially this changes the requirement to one language, with
the departments having the option of requiring any number
of additional ones, as they so choose. The theory back
of this is that the language requirement is much more
essential in some departments than others and a certain
amount of department autonomy should be allowed. It
also does not state specifically what language, because
they can allow it to be anything other than English.
This was particularly at the request of the English
Department, which often wants its students to take Latin.

V

MEMBER

Does this language include Mathematics?

HENDRICKSON No, it does not. There are a
number of very good schools which have only one language
requirement, although the most common situation still is
for two. I move this new requirement be approved.
PROFESSOR FE01D Second.

\ 'l

'l'! ')

J

••

PROFESSOR fROY
I would like to speak against
the proposal on a couple of points. I feel that to announce as the norm of the University one language, and the
exception two languages if necessary, is probably the
opposite of the case that should prevail here. It should
be a norm of two and an option of one as an exception.
Secondly, to state that the one language need be acquired
only seven months before graduation -- at least, that is
minimum -- is about the same as saying the language is not
useful at all, only arbitrary to serve a tradition. I
think this is an extremely weak requirement, and I think
the direction of an educated person today should be in
quite the opposite direction of more facility in languages
and tougher requirements.
HENDRICKSON I meant to comment on that seven
months. It was something about which there was a great
deal of discussion in the Graduate Committee. The number
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of seven months actually was chosen primarily because we
now use the ETS examination and that is given at specified times, and if you make it more than seven months,
you have to put it in the previous year, which would be
a stricter requirement than we now have. As for your
statement we are moving in the wrong direction, it may
be wrong but it is prevailing. More and more schools
are doing this. It is coming up for decision at Yale
this year, for example.
PROFESSOR WOLF I am aware of this, that the
requirement of two languages is becoming less characteristic, but most of the institutions of which I have some
knowledge which do not require the two languages require
some optional alternative. Did the committee consider
this?
HENDRICKSON This is the way it originally
went to the committee.
WOLF

And they decided it would be better ••• ?

HENDRICKSON
presented to you.

They decided on the proposal as

WOLF I agree that quite often a second language, or even a first, is irrelevant in some fields, but
I am wondering whether special skills -- say 10 or 15
hours in lieu of a second language -- might not be more
useful. I am also sympathetic to Troy's position that
perhaps we are moving in the wrong direction from the
standpoint of establishing a good graduate program
overall.
HENDRICKSON Before I took this to the committee, I checked the requirements in a number of schools
and, as I said a moment ago, in most of them the requirement is still two languages but of the ones I found -- and
I only looked at the ones I considered good schools -where it was one language there were only two that had
a requirement such as you are talking about. One is
Purdue. Their statement is as you suggest -- normally
two, "but." As I recall, it read "two languages required;
six hours' work in a cognate field may be substituted for
one language." And at the City College of New York, they
have two languages required, but either one or both may
be replaced by a Research II. Harvard has no language

JG
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requirement at all.
PROFESSOR BLUM I want to ask one question.
If we are going to ETS, why not accept ETS standards?
HENDRICKSON We probably would except that
there is a great deal of dissatisfaction with ETS and we
may not stick to it. I see no reason it could not be
transferable if we don't stick to it.
BLUM I would like to express myself on this
point • . ! think there is very little agreement on what
an educated person is and probably less agreement on
how many languages an educated person should speak.
Obviously, the more the better. Further, with regard
to usage -- referring to the seven months requirement,
it is a fact of life that in most fields, at least the
sciences, one can get by with the present amount of
translation that is going on and keep up with the work
that is going on elsewhere. If the language requirement
is a technical tool to understand what is going on, I
think this is pretty well taken care of.
PROFESSOR OLIVER I have a question. It seems
to me the language requirement would lead to candidacy.
HENDRICKSON
reason for this.

That is correct.

That is another

OLIVER Is it possible, then, he could get the
degree within seven months after being admitted to candidacy?

is now
right?

BLUM But it would no longer be related, as it
the language requirement to candidacy. Is that

HENDRICKSON That statement was not actually
work is being done on that statement, too; as it is at
the moment, there would be no direct relationship.
Although essentially there would be, it isn't so stated.
PROFESSOR HIBBEN Dean Hendrickson, is the
reasoning behind this that we will not be able to compete
with other graduate schools if we don't switch to this
position?
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HENDRICKSON No, that didn't enter the
discussion. The reason is that many of the departments feel that any language requirement is superfluous and they do not feel the departments which need
the languc13e should necessarily force it on those that
don't.

I

HIBBEN

Which departments feel they don't

need language?
HENDRICKSON
large number.

I would rather not say, but a

PROFESSOR NORMAN You can say Psychology.
are not ashamed of the fact.

We

HENDRICKSON As a matter of fact, of the
comments I got back, only two out of ten felt they needed
two languages.

. ...

·..

HIBBEN It seems to me that in this world we
Americans are at a disadvantage constantly because we
don't have facility in languages -- or usually don't -and it seems to me this is a wrong trend .
HENDRICKSON But I don't think that language
examinations you pass to satisfy the Ph.D. requirement
have anything to do with proficiency in language.
HIBBEN I think part of our major difficulty
-- this has to do with the hurdle of a reading knowledge
of one language. It is passed as a hurdle and promptly
forgotten and not used as a research tool. It seems to
me that any knowing person should have facility in at
least one language other than his own.

t

HENDRICKSON

)

..

This still requires that.

HIBBEN We had a discussion some years ago in
connection with the College of Busineaa Administration.
They felt they did not need the language, then the College
of Education. So it is a trend, I admit, but I am regretful of this trend. I think we put ourselves at a disadvantage in any field of knowledge without a real, working
knowledge of a foreign language.
MEMBERS

Hear.

Hear.
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HENDRICKSON Well, the departments who strongly
feel they need more languages are still perfectly free to
require them. Actually, the whole philosophy back of
this is that the department is best qualified to judge
what it needs in t he way of languages. It was even suggested in Graduate Committee -- and it had some support
that the requirement University-wide be reduced to
no language and leave it entirely up to the department.
PROFESSOR DAVIS I would like to agree that the
general policy should be up to the department while
seconding Dr. Hibben's statement that the trend is in
the wrong direction of provincialism. At Harvard there
is a tendency to read only English and then only what
ones colleagues in the department write.
BLUM At the very least, what we are doing here
is recognizing the facts of life as they exist. If you
want to really make them learn languages, you had better
prepare for an eight-year Ph.D.
HENDRICKSON Well, part of this depends on what
you think the language is for. If you look upon it as a
research tool, then at the Ph.D. level, certainly it is
essential, but if you are looking upon it as something to
bDoaden the culture, I think it is too late.
PROFESSOR BOCK Isn't the next step to take it
up at the undergraduate level?
HENDRICKSON I think there's where the trend
ought to be. It ought to go up at the undergraduate
level.
BOCK And in high school. There is generally
the feeling that we should have undergraduate language
requirements, and should stiffen those, but should also
require more competence at the doctoral level in a single
language.
PROFESSOR SKOGLUND I think it is an important
point in the engineering field that better competence in
one language would be more valuable than operating in
between two.
BOCK I was going to say we all know that the
language requirement is supposed to be a research tool.
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I can cite several studies published by the American
Psychologist, where questionnaires were sent out to
Ph.D.'s as to how often they used a foreign language
in their work, research or otherwise, and an overwhelming majority said they did not, that it had become
an anachronism.
BLUM
the language?

How can you do research if you don't know

BOCK I suspect -- I would like to ask every
one in this room to examine their own conscience as to
how often they have used a foreign language in the past
three or four years.
MEMBER
BOCK

Every day.
It depends upon the field.

PROFESSOR OLIVER My comment is that in so many
fields, publishing in English, there is so much that you
can't keep up with that so how can you keep up with reading
things in other languages.
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PROFESSOR TATSCHL It is really too late to
start studying at the graduate level when only a reading
knowledge is required. I would also like to comment that
people who don't use a second language are hardly in a
position to evaluate the worth of one. Naturally, if one
has a circular letter and asks various faculty members who
are single -- have only one language -- how often they use,
or do they miss another, how would they know? So this
particular judgment is pretty well useless, I am afraid.
It would only make sense if we all had the choice of
several languages and choose not to use them. That is
another matter.
PROFESSOR KOSCHMANN As a point of information,
the question of how important the language is -- or could

we get a reply as to how many departments require three
languages, or desire it? Everybody assumes that two was
created in some magical fashion. I would feel that this
proposal should not really say, that the departments have
the choice. Every department should be forced to evaluate
their own needs, and if some need three, don't let them get
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by cheaply on two. A minimum requirement is absolutely
minimum. Nobody is going to evaluate the program and
tell us if we need more. If languages are so important,
I would be interested in how many find that three are
valuable.

•

l

u
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PROFESSOR DAVIS A number of English departments require three in a number of other schools. I
think two comments need to be made. One is the obvious
fact that the University requires these languages rather
than the individual departments. It indicates a degree
from the University as some statement of the University
applying as well as a statement from the department.
Language ability is something more than just a tool
used for research, and indicates this is something
expected of an educated man who gets this degree. The
other point which may be made about this is that the
statement is not that these languages should be learned
merely. Proficiency should be demonstrated and probably
these languages, by a person who aspires to the Ph.D.,
should be learned much earlier than the last two years
of work. ay cutting down the requirement we discourage
the undergraduate from taking languages as well as the
graduate taking them.
MEMBER

I disagree with the last conclusion.

BLUM There are a lot of variables in need:
therefore, it is reasonable to have the paragraph which
allows departments to set whatever standards they wish
with regard to the need for languages, eve. I am sure
there are many people in this room who have two -- I have
another, and yet we find no need for it in our work, and
this is a fact of life. I don't think there is a university in the country who certifies, with the degree,
that they are also certifying a language.
PROFESSOR FINDLEY The complication often comes
up, if a graduate student begins language study as a
graduate, he never acquires the proficiency that might
be useful in research but, even if not, he acquires
proficiency to scan titles in abstracts and that is
something useful which he might not otherwise have.
In some sciences, Biology, for example, the amount of
material coming out, not only in the traditional European
languages, but in Slavic and oriental languages is
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accelerating at a tremendous rate and anybody who thinks
he can get this information pre-abstracted is kidding
himself. It is difficult enough to keep up with the
production in our own language and we don't have translators turning out this stuff and we don't have translating machines adequate to keep us abreast. I resent
the implication that because the tide is running this
way we should go with the tide. There is nothing that
says the tide is a good one. We are constantly being
beseiged at the graduate level, not only with students
who haven't had languages, but are illiterate in English
and I am sending students -- graduate, doctoral students
-- over to the English Department to see if they can't
remedy the situation and I intend to do more if the
tide isn't reversed. I think every graduate student
in a science should have some proficiency in romance,
germanic and slavic languages, at least. I would be in
favor of requiring three languages in all science departments.
MEMBER

. nr l.

,,r J Ck

PROFESSOR WOLF It wasn't my intention that
we should do anything on the basis of what other schools
are doing. I merely said it placed us at a disadvantage
if it was a practical consideration of what the various
department requirements are. It seems to me that in our
department of Government there are sane areas where it is
almost totally useless, I think, to have a foreign language
as far as research. And I wouldn't argue that merely
because someone doesn't have facility in a second or third
language, if you sent them a questionnaire, this would mean
they weren't qualified to say whether another language
would be useful. In the field of Political Sciences, I
think most of the material that would be of use, say in
the area of community power studies and in the field of
public law -- these are two areas it is unlikely that a
foreign language would be useful. And if there are
articles or books, say in French or German or some other
language that are of significance, someone quickly brings
it to the attention of people in the field and it is
either translated or somebody goes to the trouble of
brushing up on the language.

J , .

MEMBER

n
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Anybody for four?

II

J:v

Someone?

Who?

Who are you ~elying on?

WOLF With all respect to you, Charles, if it is
in Russian and you prepared it in •••

=
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MEMBER Who would I rely on to tell me there
is something useful to me appearing in a language I
can't read.
WOLF I don' t know about your field: I was
speaking of the international, political aspect which
gets abstracts of political science journals throughout
t he wor l d, in Yugoslavian, Russian, all of these. I
think it depends on the requirements -- your own research
requirements and I can see, in my field, some areas in
which it is almost totally irrelevant. In international
relations it is critical: in comparative government it
is critical.
MEMBER I am not trying to disagree with you,
but just to sharpen the point a little bit because I
think, essentially, one should be careful that you don't
define the type of study a Ph.D. engages in too narrowly
in itself. I think that much of the work in the social
sciences, if you want to talk about social studies -there is no reason why such study could not be productively
carried on in courses in a comparative way. This would
seem to me to require more knowledge of language than he
had before.

':I.

WOLF If you want to speak to that, there are
a couple of journals concerned with this right now and
you can look to that. The translations are in one of
three languages and there is a small abstract of what
it is. You can read those, and most of the work done
in Europe is available in some reader -- for example,
the International Yearbook of Political Behavior.
MEMBER Most of the writings of European
sociologists are not yet translated into English .
WOLF But you know what and where it exists
in the comparative studies in social history . You are
apprised of it and, if you feel it is relevant to your
research, then you depend upon yourself to develop this
facility.
MEMBERS
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Question.

Question.
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POPEJOY Are you ready to vote?
All in
favor of the mot ion, as r ecommended by the Graduate
Committee , say "aye."
FACULTY

Aye.

POPEJOY

Opposed?

PACULTY

No.

POPEJOY I think the "aye's" have it. Do you
want a count? •• The next item ia the Annual Report
of the At hletic Council. Professor Daub.

,u

PROFESSOR DAUB I was just asked if I would
like to give this report in German.

y rl .i:w as
I
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MEMBER By all means, do. It would be almos t
just as intelligent as if in English.
DAUB He said he just wanted to aee if the
Faculty could understand it.
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ahead.

DAUB I can't read from an English script and
give you the German for it.
MEMBER
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Annual Report
of Athl etic
Counci l -Su mmary of
Grants-in-Aid
and Employme nt
for Athle tes

What?

What?

May I offer to translate for you?

DAUB This is the report of the Athletic Council
to the Faculty. This report cover• the 1963-64 acadeDlic
year and consists of a summary of athletic grants-in-aid
and certain other expenses incurred in the operation of
the intercollegiate athletic program at the University
of New Mexico. The grant-in-aid program for athletes is
administered by the office of the Dean of Men, and the
following inforaation was supplied by the Student Affairs
Diviaion through Dean Mathany and by the University Compt roller. There were 225 athletes at the University receiving
grants-in-aid totaling $181,615.50 including grants for
tuition, room and board, and laundry. The average is
$814 per student athlete so aided. These expenses are
broken down in terms of the sport involved in Table I of
this report, and I will not bother to read that to you

,
\
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r
unless, afterward, you would like to have this information.
In addition to the foregoing, training table
charges of $18,539.06 and cost of books for loan to
student athletes amounting to $11,097.84 should also be
included. The total aid for student athletes administered
during the 1963-64 academic year including grants-in-aid,
books, and training table meals amounted to $211,252.40.
This represents at 8% increase over such expenditures
during the 1962-63 academic year.
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Additional information of interest to the
faculty is the number of student athletes who competed
as members of varaity teams during the 1963-64 school
year but who, at the time of competition did not hold an
over-all grade point average of 2.00 or better on all
college work. Forty-seven such athletes competed as
varsity team members during the past school year and their
names along with their over-all grade point averages at
the time of their competition are included in this report.
The averages as reported here are based on their work at
all colleges attended and are determined according to the
Western Athletic Conference code. Thus Physical Education
Activity courses are included in the determination of such
averages. In addition, courses taken during the freshman
year with an F grade and subsequently taken with a passing
grade are included only once with the passing grade used.
Non-credit courses such as English A and Math A were not
used in determining this index, -- and I have a .Table here
Which runs a page long, but I am not going to bother going
down that Table for you in English or German, but, as a
summary of Table II in this report, the following may be
said. These athletes represent 26% of the athletes (180}
competing for the University on varsity e4Uads in intercollegiate sports. Of the forty-seven only three were
suspended at the end of the school year and five did not
return for the Fall term (1964-65} although they were
eligible to do so. The other thirty-nine are presently
enrolled in the University. Six of the athletes had
UNM GPA'• this fall at 2.0 or above, and 20 had UNM
GPA's which were improved although shy of 2.0.
This concludes my report. I would be glad to
answer any questions ydu might have regarding the report.
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books.

FLOYD I was going to ask about the item for
Was that $11,000?
DAUB

9ld6

Yes, sir.

0

FLOYD Is that higher than normal?
on the surface, rather high.

B

DAUB
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DAUB Well, I think that since we had -- I would
just have to see. We had 223 athletes involved and I
would have to make the assumption that all of them are
included in that coverage.
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Are there any athletes who don't get any

of it?
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Last year was about $10,000.

FLOYD Have you any idea how many students this
covers, approximately?
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It seems,

.i: (
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DAUB Yes. I think -- well, as a matter of fact,
I told you 223 got aid and 180 competed. That 223 includes
freshmen and they don't compete on varsity squads, except
some of the sports such as track, swimming, wrestling and
-- I believe that's it. I might point out one other
thing to you. I made a survey last apring, and didn't
include this in my report, but the question always
arises of what happens to these people after they finish
competition for the University. Do they ever graduate?
And my answer ia this, that in 1950 -- this survey we
made going all the way back to 1950 -- and I did this
with the football squad because people who are critical
of the athletic program are more critical of the football
player than the other athletes. In the year 1950 the
squad had 42 men, the varsity squad. Thi• survey waa
made last April. 33 of those 42 graduated, or 78.5%.
Three of them spent -- one of them i• still in school,
incidentally. I think he left achool and came back •
He decided, after ten years, to come back and finiah.
Five of them I don't know what happened to: they may
have transferred to other institutions in the State •
I do know that some of the boys have gone here for a
matter of two or three year• and gotten pre-dentistry
out of the way and then gone the last year to a dental
school. I know several students of that type, and then
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students who wanted to go into medical and happened to
have been on one of our teams would not complete their
degree here but went elsewhere to medical school. so
the values that I am going to give you are at least
minimums~ that is, the minimum number of people who
graduated.
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1950 1951 1952
1953 1954 1955
19561957 1958 1959 1960 -

78.5%
89%
90.5%
94%
84.5%
82%
69%
79.5%
68%
64.5%
66%

The 1961 squad, which is the last squad I made this
survey for, 50% had graduated as of last April, but
36.5% of the boys were still in school so I assume,
at best, we are going to wind up -- unless some of the
boys come back -- 86.5% might eventually graduate from
the University. I think, to clarify, some of these boys
take as much as five or maybe six years to graduate.
I know that Chuck Roberts, quarterback in 1957, is back
in school now and feels that he will be finishing his
degree this coming June. He went in the Marine Corps,
or Army, for three years, apparently to make up his
mind whether he was going to go back to school and
finish, and I talked to him the other day and he said
he expected to graduate this June.
I don't think this is too bad a record. Of
course, we would like to have 100%, but it is better
than none of them graduating, I think.
BOCK What would a comparable record be for
a control group?
I am wondering about a group -- control
group -- below 2. average and I asked one of our
colleagues today about this and he thought that, in
the University as a whole, 10,000 students, possibly
DAUB
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20 to 25% were below a 2. average right now. Maybe
not -- I don't know. Last year the athletes were
17% below and it is a little higher than that this
year. Next year, let's hope not. It is rather hard
to get information on this and maybe I should write
to all of the deans of the colleges and to Bill Huber
and find out what percentage of students in their
college hold leas than a 2. average.
OLIVER
in any one year?
DAUB

Are freshmen on the football squad

There are no freshmen on the varsity

squad.
OLIVER So he would have to have been about
2. to start with.
DAUB To compete, he has to have had a minimum
of 1.6 in the freshman year.
ebsm I bsu a
:trsd

PROFESSOR ROSEIIZWBIG Were those figures you
cite independent of each other?

j

!o

DAUB

Which one?

ROSENZWEIG

Does the same person appear?

DAUB Yes. If a person was on the squad three
times he was counted as having graduated from that particular squad. I didn't want to spend the time to break
the thing down. As a matter of fact, I had a girl doing
it -- making the survey -- who earned $2.00 an hour, so
it was costing some money.

')

ROSENZWEIG One comment, not referring to anything in the athletic program, but I think there is a
problem here. It comes to my mind that the way in which
the grade point average is computed for athletes is different from any other activity the student wants to get
into. It is loaded in favor of the athlete.
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DAUB

May I comment?

ROSENZWEIG I realize we are not the ones who
make this rule entirely on our own but I don't think we

,
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should treat one activity or one body of students by a
different approach. We already have a difference in
terms of level at which we draw the line.
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DAUB Let me say one . thing about that. When
this Faculty approved the Western Athletic Conference
code, at least with regard to eligibility, they approved
this idea. It was explained carefully to them at that
time that this was the way these grade points were going
to be calculated, and the reason for forgiving of the F
at the freshman level was that a number of schools in
the Conference do this. The Fis stricken from his
record. We don't do this at this institution: however,
I might point out to •••
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MEMBER

DAUB All students at their university, yes.
And they count P.E. They were horrified that we didn't
count P.E., only four hours, and that the students are
not allowed to count it here toward their academic
average. If a student is required to take it, why
don't we give academic points for such a course? I
told them we just don't do it here. But, to conform to
what other schools are doing, we do use this for determining whether he is eligible or not. We don't use this
average in determining whether he belongs in school or
not. Mrs. Darnell in Records keeps two averages on
athletes, one a University academic average and from
that determines whether he stays in school or doesn't,
and the other one is the one that certifies to the
Commissioner that he is eligible to compete in the sport.
The averages I have on my Table I in this report are
UNM grade point averages, which is the average of the boy
at UNM, not counting P.E. and not forgiving F'•, and so
on, and we find that these averages are actually comparable to what we have been turning in for grade point
averages to the Athletic Commissioner.
MEMBER
other schools?
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All students?
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How well are we doing with regard to

DAUB How well what?
point averages?
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Let's just say our athletes are scholars •

DAUB

I don't know.

POPEJOY

I don't know.

The next item is a report by Professor

l,..

COTTREL~ It is just an announcement. I want to
take this opportunity to remind the Faculty that the study
of technical services of the library, done this last
summer by Dr. Talbott of Columbia Univeraity, ia now
available. We have them at the library. You received
a note from Dave Kelly last week, I believe, that any
of you who want them to let him know. We choae not to
distribute these across the board to all Faculty members
because they did cost $1.15 to publish, but we will give
them to anyone interested in reading them. If you would
like to conunent after you have read through the report,
communicate your respective feelings with respect to his
recommendations to your Library Committee. There are a
number of things he recommends which are contrary to
what has been the normal practice at the University of
New Mexico. We will try to make some changes on this
over a period of time but we need to be assured the
Faculty knows why and what we are trying to do. So
these are available, and you can go over to the library
or drop Dave Kelly a note and he will send you one.
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Again, going over this, you see •••
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DAUB

Cottrel.
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Yes.
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POPEJOY Any other announcements or reports
from Committees? Any old business? Any new buaineas?
Is Professor Jorrin here? He usually makes the motion to
adjourn.
MEMBER
'I
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Second.

Adjournment, 5:10 p.m.
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Respectfully submitted,

6

John N. Durrie,
secretary.

Study on
Technical
Service s of
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1.

:~ew Ph. D. p rogram in economica (see attached summary).

2•

New major in German .
Requirements for major:
30 hours i n German courses numbered above
250, including 254, 301, 302, 307, 345, 351, 352, but 262 cannot
be counted tm,ard the major; anc:;. two years of college tvork in
another foreign language (or reading knowledge).

'

ut

~

COM!IBNT :
Enrollment in lower-division courses in German !-las increased from 510 (total for both semesters) in 1 959 -60 to 859 iu
1963-64 .
In the one advanced course i n literature offered each
semester during the same period, enrollment has incre.:iseCJ frow 37
to 55 .
With the appointment of Professor Robert Holz apfel to t he
faculty this year and a further appointment to be Made for t he fall
of 1965, t:-1e department of Modern and Classical Languages will have
three full-time members well qualified in German language and literature. Although German is taugh t in a number of New ~e xico high
schools, a major in German is not offered at any college in the
state.
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3.

New minor in Russian.
Requirements for minor {major not offere( ) : 18 hours in Russian
courses numbe red above 250, includi ng 254 and 307.
Cm'.:MErlT : The minor and the ne,.., upper- d ivision courses propose r
wi t l1 it will allow interested stude nts to d o more advanced \'!Ork in
Russian and will strengthen the interdep artmental major in Ru ssian
Studies.
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4.

New honors major in psychology.
Requirements for the honors major:
30 hours beyond General Psychology , including 280, 391, 3 9 2, 491, 492, and one laboratory
course numbered above 300.
COl"li·1EHT : Part of a general reorganiz a tion of t he d~partmen tal curriculum, the new honors major is designed for superior students,
especially those anticipating graduate study in psychology or interested in research training. Psychology 391-392 and 491 - 492 are
new honors seminars at the junior and senior levels.

5.

New options for major in mathematics.
PLAN C:
Major with emphasis in probability and statistics.
Requirements:
264-265, 270, 321, 341-342, 343-344, 361, and 322
or 362 .
PLAN D:
Major with emphasis in computing .
Requirements:
264-265, 270, 311, 312, 320, 341, 371- 372, 471;
Electrical Engineering 435-436L.
COMMENT:
Under Plan D, Mathematics 371-372 is a new sequence
in numerical analysis. EE 435-436L pro~ide an introduction to
digital computers an d computer programming. The present Plan C
will be reu esignated as Plan E.

~

PROPOSED MASTER OF ARTS DEGREE IN INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Professors Jorrin (Chairman), Hoyt, Lieuwen, Floyd, Rothenberg,
Tobias, Ikle, Liepe, Udis, Gordon, Tuan
Graduate work in International Affairs, leading to the degree of
Master of Arts is offered on an interdepartmental basis. Prerequisite:
Basic preparation in the fields of history, government
and economics (equivalent of History 101, 102, 261 and 262, Government 201 and 203, and Economics 200 and 201).
Candidates must demonstrate a good reading knowledge of one foreign
langaage~ approved -by the interdepartmental committee, and must
pass an oral comprehensive examination.
The master's degree in Inter~ational Affairs is offered under Plans
I and II according to the regulations set forth in the Graduate
School Bulletin. For purposes of the comprehensive examination,
candidates will be responsible for fields, rather than mere course
work. Each candidate will select two fields from the following:
Diplomatic History
International Politics, Law and Organization
International Economic Relations
Comparative Government
In both Plan I and Plan II, each candidate is required to complete
Economics 424 and one course each in History and in Government,
from the list printed below. Each candidat8 should normally take
a minimum of three courses in each of his chosen fields.
Plan II
candidates must complete two graduate seminars requiring term papers,
and these term papers must be submitted as part of the comprehensi ve
examination.
Courses approved for credit towards the master 's degree in international relations are to be chosen from the following:
~CONOMICS

*420
~424
*450
*455
*580
*583

Economic Problems of Underdeveloped Countries
International Economic Relations
Comparative Economic Systems
The Soviet Economic System
International Trade Theory
seminar in Economic Development and International Trade
(With approval of the candidate's program ~dvi~or,
other Economics courses may be added to this list.)

QEOGRAPHY
*301
*302
*331
*332
*333

South America
Middle America
Eastern Asia
Western Europe
The Soviet Union and Eastern Europe

GOVERNMENT

*343
*355
*357
*442
*469
*496
*541

International Law and Organization
The Governments of Latin America
Government of the Soviet Union
International Politics II
Problems of Comparative Government
Methodology and Bibliography
Seminar in International Law and Organization

HISTORY

*303
*335
*336
*338
*349
*354
*371
*383
*384
*542
*554
*582

History of World Communism
Modern Europe, 1815-1914
Dictatorships and Democracies in Europe since 1914
European Diplomatic History
Soviet Russia
The Far East in the Contemporary World
American Diplomacy
Modern and Contemporary Latin America
Inter-American Relations
Seminar in Modern European History
Seminar in Far Eastern History
Seminar in Recent Latin American History

IBERO-AMERICAN STUDIES

*504

Interdepartmental Seminar in Ibero-American Studies

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

*551-2
*599

Problems
Master's Thesis

53

As Revised by Graduate Committee 12-10-64
PROPOSED HASTER OF ARTS DEGREE IN INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
I

Professors lloyt (Chairman), Jorrin, Lieuwen, Floyd, Rothenberg, Tobias, Ikle, Liepe,
Udi s, Gordon, Tuan
Graduate work in International Affairs, leading to the degree of Master of Arts is offered
on an interdepartmental basis. Prerequisite: Basic preparation in the fields of history,
government and economics (equivalent of History 102, 261 and 262, Government 201 and 203,
Economics 200 and 201, and twelve hours of upper division ,-1ork).
Candidates must demonstrate a good reading knowledge of one foreign language a?proved by
the interdepartmental committee, and must pass an oral comprehensive examination.
The master's degree in International Affairs is offered under Plans I and II according to
the regulations set forth in earlier pages of this Bulletin. For purposes of the
comprehensive examination, candidates will be responsible for fields, rather than mere
course work. Each candidate will select tuo fields from the following:
Diplomatic History
International Politics, Law and Organization
International Economic Relations
Comparative Government
In both Plan I and Plan II, each candidate is required to complete Economics 424 and one
course each in History and in Government, from the list printed below. Each candidate
should normally take a minimum of three courses in each of his chosen fields. Plan I
candidate muat. alJDPle.ta -a...m:fniJD1Jrn - o.f 30 hours of course work plus thesis. Plan II
~ates must complete a m!nimwn of 38 hours of course work, including two graduate
seminars requiring term papers, and these term papers must be submitted as part of the
comprehensive examination.
Courses approved for credit towards the master's degree in international relations are
to be chosen from the following:
~ONOMics

*420
*421
*424
.*450
*455
*580
*583

Economic Problems of Underdeveloped Countries
Latin American Economic Development Problems
International Economic Relations
Comparative Economic Systems
The Soviet Economic System
International Trade Theory
Seminar in Economic Development and International Trade
h approval of the candidate's progr""'
(l·'i
v t
_.. advisor, other Economics courses
may be added to this list.)
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International Law and Organization
The Governments of Latin America
Government of the Soviet Union
International Politics II
Problems of Comparative Government
Hethodology and Bibliography
Seminar in International Law and Organization
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South America
Hiddle America
Eastern Asia
Western Europe
The Soviet Union and Eastern Europe
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*301
*302
*331
*332
*333

*383

*384
*542
*554
*582

History of World Corrmunism
Hodern Europe, 1815-1914
Dictatorships and Democracies in Europe since 1914
European Diplomatic History
Soviet Russia
The Far East in the Contemporary World
American Diplomacy
Modern and Contemporary Latin America
Inter-American Relations
Seminar in , Iodern European History
Seminar in Far Eastern History
Seminar in Recent Latin Aoerican History
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.!NTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

*551-2 Problems
*599
Uaster' s Thesis

SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL FOR A NEH PH. D. PROGRAM IN ECONOMICS
I.

NEED

Economics is a basic liberal discipline, so essential for an understanding of man and society that it must be taught even in the smallest
undergraduate colleges; economic knowledge is also of the greatest practical importance for the well being of any highly organized society. In
comprehensive universities with well-balanced programs of research and
graduate instruction, a doctoral program in economics is regularly
established
at an appropriate point in the development of the institution I
•
typically
when
th~ department includes seven or eight well-trained scholars I
•
•
active 1n research and qualified for advanced instruction in the main subdivisions of the subject, and usually before or soon after total enrollment passes 10,000. In the Rocky Mountain region the Ph.D. in economics
is now offered at the Universities of Arizona, Colorado, and Utah, and in
the plains states at Nebraska, Kansas State, Oklahoma, Oklahoma State,
Southern Methodist, and Texas.

,---:

The purpose of instruction at the Ph.D. level is, of course, to supply
specialists for work requiring the highest level of professional training.
The largest market for economists is in higher education, taking about half
of the new supply annually; government employment absorbs approximately a
third, and the remainder goes into business. Nationally the demand is
rapidly increasing, while the supply remains relatively small. From 1958
to 1961, the number of doctorates awarded each year ranged from 237 to 266.
At the same time, according to Occupational Outlook Handbook, between 600
and 700 economists will be needed for college and university positions
alone throughout the decade of the 1960s. Since the rate of growth of
institutions of higher education in the west and southwest is above the
national average, the need will be particularly acute in the region served
by UNM. The demand for economists in business and government is also increasing, though not as rapidly.

.
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A Ph.D. program in economics will broaden and strengthen existing
graduate programs in history, American Studies, anthropology, and business
administration, and wi 11 in turn be supported by them. In research it wi 11
stimulate increased activity in economics itself, in related social science
fields, and in interdisciplinary studies of Latin America, arid lands, the
use of natural resources, and regional economic development.
· In the present academic situation, able young scholars seek an environment combining teaching with research. A faculty of the.high~st ~ua~ity,
essential for undergraduate as well as advanced 1nstruct1on, 1s d1ff1cult
to recruit without a doctoral program: The undergraduate program also
benefits from the intellectual stimulus generated at the graduate level.
II.

RESOURCES

The department of economics now has a faculty of eight; an additional
member has been authorized in mathematical economics. Members of the
department have taught and conducted research in ten areas of.pri~ary
..
specialization and are qualified to teach at the Ph.D. level ,n five add1t1onal
areas. Full biographical information on the eight present members of the

2.
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faculty, including data on their training, teaching experience, and publications, is included in an appendix to the department's proposal.
The faculty of the department is actively engaged in a wide variety
of research activities, both contract and non-sponsored. Professor Hollman,
chairman o f the department, is in Chile this year on a research project
financed by Resources for the Future which continues his long research in
the economics of resources. Professors Udis and Therkildsen are both working under a Public Health contract on a study of the economics of water
quality in the Colorado River Basin. Professor Therkildsen has also contributed to the investigations of the statewide Commission on Higher
Education. Professor Liepe recently completed a study of certain aspects
of the Mexican currency. Professor Chung is doing research on contract
with the Department of Defense, and Professor Hufbauer is studying international trade in synthetic materials. Professor Hamilton, acting chairman
of the department for 1964-65, is working on consumer credit in New Mexico
and on problems of poverty.
Research resources already existing within the University, especially
the Natural Resources Center, the Bureau of Business Research, and the
Division of Governmant Research, will be an important asset to the doctoral
program in economics.
Ill. ENROLLMENTS AND DEGREES AWARDED
Student credit hour loads in economics between 1957-58 and the first
semester of the current academic year are as follows:

'

1957-58
1958-59
1959-60
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65 (Sem.1)

2952
3405
4957
4362
4226
5203
5424
3014

.

In the same period, the following bachelor's and advanced degrees were
awarded:
~

th&..

. ..
-~

:i

1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
196L:-

2

I

3
3
9

3

12

4

2
2

13
9

The small output of master's degrees in the last two years is t~e resul~
of special circumstances and is sot indicative of the scale of 1nstruct1on

3.
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at that level. At present approximately ten students are enrolled for work
toward the M.A. Since many students prefer to undertake master's work in a
department which offers the Ph.D. the number of master's candidates will be
sharply increased when the doctoral program is established.
It is difficult to estimate the number of candidates for advanced
degrees in economics in the period 1966-71. In 1966, the first year, the
number of candidates will probably not exceed the number of graduate
assistantships and research positions available, most likely between two
and four. By 1971 it is not utopian to expect a doubling of the number of
master's candidates and approximately fifteen Ph.D. candidates. After 1971
the scale of work at the doctoral level can be expected to rise sharply.
IV.

COSTS

Introduction of the Ph.D. program will involve additional costs for
staff, space, equipment, library, and graduate assistants, though natural
growth of the department and the University will account for much of the
expenditure. The needs are approximately as follows:
Staff:

An additional specialist in mathematical economics (already
authorized) and another staff member in the field of microtheory. Normal enrollment increases should warrant the
addition of the tenth member within the next two years.

Library:

Because of restricted budgets in the past, there are some
weaknesses in library holdings. Departmental allocations
for book purchases wi 11 need to continue to increase, as they
have in the past three years, and supplemental appropriations
such as that granted this year will also be required to fill
gaps.

Space and equipment: Space requirements by 1970 will include twelve
faculty offices, secretarial office space, a seminar ~oom,
work space for research, and offices for graduate assistants.
Rooms on the necessary scale will presumably be available by
that date in the proposed social science - business administration building. Some expenditure for calculators and other
research equipment will also be needed.
Graduate assistants: The department now has two graduate assistants
and three senior student assistants. Initially the Ph.D.
program would warrant an increase to four graduate assistants,
with further additions thereafter as need warranted. Part of
the cost will be offset by using the assistants to teach quiz
sections in undergraduate courses, which is not possible under
present conditions.

V.

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE PH.D, IN ECONOMICS

At other institutions the program usually involves a general examination

:
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covering from four to six 11 fields. 11 (A "field'' is an area of specialization such as money and banking, economic theory, mathematical economics,~
econometrics, public finance, international trade, and so forth.) Most
programs require that all candidates offer economic theory (micro and
macro) as a field. Some require elementary mathematical economics. Most
require elementary statistics as a pre-requisite, but not as a field.
Many require economic history as a qualification. Advanced statistics is
frequently a field. Most programs require two foreign languages. Some
will allow substitution of mathematics for one language. Some programs
call for a minor in a related discipline -- e.g. political science, mathematics, history, etc. Others call only for training in the major discipline.
As is true of Ph.D. programs generally, the Ph.D. in economics requires a
dissertation. The practice with regard to examinations varies among institutions. In general the most important examination is the one which the
student takes after completing courses and before beginning the dissertation.
The examination on the dissertation tends to be perfunctory.
The program proposed for the University of New Mexico generally conforms
to these standard offerings. The program proposed is as follows:

: I,

(1)

Two foreign languages or one foreign language and a comparable
familiarity with mathematics. This requirement should be met
before undertaking the dissertation.

(2)

Elementary statistics as a requirement which is fulfilled by
course work with a B or better or by examination.

(3)

A general written or oral examination over four fields of
which one must be economic theory.

(4)

A dissertation.

\' • .;

Admission to the Ph.D. program will depend upon satisfactory performance on a qualifying examination given after at !east one.year of .
graduate study and designed more to test the students potential than his
actual accomplishments.
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There is no specified maximum number of courses or course hours for
the Ph.D. Each candidate must, however, comply with the general minimum
hours requirement of the Graduate School.
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The requirements are couched wholly in terms of satisfactory performance on the general examination plus completion of an acceptable
dissertation in addition to meeting language, mathematics, and statistics
pre-requisites.
The present course offerings can now meet the basic needs of a Ph.D.
program. However, it would be advisable to offer purely graduate courses
in each of the specialties now offered by the staff in some of which
graduate courses are not now given. Also, graduate credit could conceivably be removed from some courses which now carry it or a restriction
on the amount of such work a graduate candidate may include in his total
program.
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}reposed New 3tatement Concerning the L~ngu 2ge Re~tirement for
fh . D. 2nd Sc . D. Degrees.
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Ate aeeting of the Grr d~2te Commi~tee on Ncvember 5, the
followine revised stEtement concerning the l angL2ee reqLirement
was i;.assed:
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"A C'S!ndid~te for the degree of Doctor of ~hiloGophy or
Doctor of ~cience will be required to demonstr ate~ reading
knowledge of ~ laneuage other th~n ~nglish which has been
~pproved by his comfilittee on studies.
Any department shall have the privileee of re qLi rin g one
or more additional l a ngu ag es hseful to the student in his st dies
or research . Snecific statements for Gifferent departments may
be fo~nd in their sections of the Gr a du e te B~lletin.
The Language requirement must be satisfied at least seven
months prior to gr2d~2tion or earlier, a t the discretion of the
department. Specific instr~ctions concerning the options nder
which the lengu ~ge requirement mey be met sho ld be obt ained from
the Gr2duate Office at the time of the student's first re gistr2tion
in the Graduate School . Certification from z nother institution
of a reading knowledge of a foreign l a nguag e will not be a ccept e . "

